
The book you hold in your hands about HIV/AIDS care unit 371 was 
created over a nine-year period from 2008-2017. An unconscious 
operating principal behind this book was that the worse days of global 
pandemic in my lifetime were a thing of the past, and I had a few insights 
from a very special place, Unit 371, that I wanted to share. 

In March of 2020, three years after this book was originally published, 
and as COVID-19 began to clearly pose a global threat, I was no longer 
working as a nurse, but rather as an educator, comic artist, and co-
curator of graphic medicine.org, a website that explores the interaction 
between the medium of comics and health, illness, caregiving, and 
disability. Drawings and comics started showing up in my social media 
feeds and email inbox that suddenly reminded me of what had come 
before. 

Flashback to full-body PPE. Flashback to frontline caregivers as stand-in 
family members at the bedside of those dying from the virus. Flashback 
to scapegoating, and marginalized communities bearing the 
disproportionate burden of the crisis. Flashback to the intense contrast 
between life inside the hospital, where every shift feels like barely 
managed chaos, and outside the hospital, where resistance to accepting 
that we were in any kind of crisis ran rampant. Flashback to systems 
based in profit instead of care, money over lives. Flashback to “taking 
turns being sick” - caregivers literally becoming patients on their own 
care units. Flashback to politicization of risk and willful ignoring of 
profound suffering. 

The images of COVID emerging, many of them in comic form, also 
revealed profound points of departure between the pandemics. Due to 
the more immediate route of infection, COVID felt like the years of AIDS 
compressed into traumatizing, time-eluding months.

As I share in this book, I started making comics as a way to cope. I 
made my first comic in a moment of desperation. That first comic helped 
me find hope. It worked, so I kept going. Comics can be like that. When 
the AIDS unit that I was working on closed in 2000, I was of course joyful 
that our patients now had the medications that might help them recover, 
but I was also secretly bereft, because I never thought I would find work 



that was as rewarding, and a community of support as embracing. But I 
was wrong. Through comics I have found myself part of vital 
communities who lift one another up, in which the success of one is the 
success of all. Comics can be like that too.

The COVID-19 pandemic has shone a light on the essential value and 
fragility of frontline care workers like never before. The questions that 
brought me to create this book, and conduct the oral history that 
informed it, are as important today as they were then: How do we 
recover from the intensity of caregiving during a pandemic? Could this 
time truly be both terrible and utterly formative? How can we metabolize 
all of this trauma? How can we learn to prioritize relief of suffering over 
all else? What can we learn from how we coped, or how we didn't? How 
has all of this changed us and our world? How do we resist the urge to 
pretend it didn’t? 

My hope is that this book may serve to remind us of the the hard-earned 
knowledge of pandemic: that when we can!t cure we can still be present 
and care, and that hope lies in community action. As Walter Miller says 
of experiencing profound grief in this book, "It!s who you become as a 
result of it.” 
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